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1. Introduction. Let / be a complex-valued function on Pm, Euclidean

m-space, which has the property that for each h E Em, the function AA/:

A*/(x) = f(x + h) — f(x) is continuous (or is a polynomial, or an exponential

polynomial). Then / itself need not be continuous (or a polynomial, or an

exponential polynomial), for there exist nonmeasurable additive functions

on Em, that is, nonmeasurable solutions r of the functional equation r(x + y)

= r(x) + riy). However, de Bruijn [l], [2] (for P1) and Kemperman [7],

[8] (for Pm) showed that, among many others, the classes of continuous

functions, polynomials, and certain classes of trigonometric and exponential

polynomials have the property that if Ahf is in the class for each h E Em,

then there exists an additive function r on Pm such that / — r is in the class.

Let G be an abelian topological group, and let fi be a class of complex-

valued functions on G which contains the constant functions, and such that

f,g E fi implies / - g E fi and A E fi for each h EG, where fh(x) = f(x + h).

The class fi is said to have the difference property if the following implication

holds: let / be a complex-valued function on G such that A/,/ E fi for each

h EG.  Then there is an additive function r on G such that /— r£!i.

Except where the contarary is explicitly stated, G will denote an abelian

locally compact group. The product of m copies of the reals will be denoted

by Pm, and the group of integers by C. All functions considered are complex-

valued. It is known [ 3 ] that the class of continuous functions on G has the

difference property. The principal results of this paper are Theorems 1 and

2, which give necessary and sufficient conditions on G in order that the class

of polynomials on G (as defined, for instance, in [6]) and the class of ex-

ponential polynomials on G have the difference property.

2. The difference property for polynomials. A function P on G is a poly-

nomial of degree N (N < œ), provided

(PI) for each (a,b) EGxG, the function

Pa6:Po*(X)=P(a+X6) (\EC)

is a polynomial on C.
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(P2) if Na,b denotes the degree of Pa¡b, then N = max{7Ya>il: (a,b) EGxG],

and

(P3) P is continuous on G.

An element 6 G G is said to be compact if the closure of the subgroup

generated by b is compact. The set P of all compact elements is a closed

subgroup [11]. Since G = En + G', where G' contains a compact open sub-

group [12], it follows that G/B = Pm4-Gi, where Gi is discrete. If a func-

tion P has properties (PI) and (P3) on G, if a E G and b E B, then the set

of polynomial values jP^ÍX): X G C\ is bounded, since ja 4- X¿>: X G C\ has

compact closure. Thus Po¿(X) s P(a), so that P is constant on cosets of P,

and is essentially a function on G/B.

A set 77 G G is a Hamel basis for G provided that for no finite subset

[b0,bx, • • -,bk j of 77 do there exist integers N ¿¿ 0, nx, ■ ■ -, nk such that Nb0

= nxbx + ••■ + nkbk, and provided that 77 is maximal with respect to this

property. It follows from the Hausdorff maximal principle that every abelian

group has a (possibly empty) Hamel basis. If x E G, then there exist uniquely

determined elements bx, ■ ■ -,bkin H and integers N ¿¿ 0, nx, - • >,n» such that

(2.1) Nx = nyby+ ■■■ + nkbk.

If (2.1) holds, we shall write

x~~(nx/N)bx+ ■■■ +(nk/N)bk=rx(x)bx-\-\-rk(x)bk.

In this way there is associated with each baE H a rational-valued function

r„ on G, and ra is easily seen to be additive.

Theorem 1. Let G be an abelian locally compact group, and let B be the group

of compact elements of G. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that the

class of polynomials on G have the difference property is that G/B = Em + Gx,

where Gx has a finite Hamel basis.

The following example shows the necessity of the condition.

Example 1. Let G/B = Gx + Em where Gx is discrete and has an infinite

Hamel basis. Then there exists a continuous function on G which is not a

polynomial, but each of whose differences is a polynomial. It suffices to show

that such a function / exists on Gx, for then the function

/i:/i(x)=/(P2P,x),

where Pi and P2 are the natural mappings from G to G/B and from G/B

to Gi respectively, is an extension of / which has the required properties

on G. Let bx,b2, ■ ■■ be a countably infinite subset of the Hamel basis of Gi,

let rx,r2, •■■ be the corresponding rational-valued functions, and let

f(x)=Z(r,(x))'       (xEGx).
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If h is an arbitrary fixed element of Gb there is an integer N=N(h) such

that v > N implies r,(h) = 0. Thus, from the additivity of the r„

N

f(x + h) -f(x)= £ [ (r.(*) + r,(A) ) ' - (r.(*) ) " ],
►-i

a polynomial.

It may be noticed that the function / in Example 1 satisfies (PI). In fact,

the following is true: if G is an arbitrary abelian group, and if P is a function

on G such that, for each (a,b) G G X G, the function given by àbP(a + \b)

(XEQ is a polynomial on C, then P has property (Pi). For, given (a, b), it

is easy to construct a polynomial Qa, ¡, on C such that

Qa,b(X + 1) - Q«.i(A) = A6P(a + Xb)        (XEQ,

QOit(0) = P(a).

Then P(a + \b) = Q0ii(X).

Example 1 shows that, in general, the degree Naj, of P^ is not a bounded

function on G X G. Even on C + C, there exists a function satisfying (PI)

with JVa,¿ unbounded [4].

Proof of Theorem 1. Sufficiency. Let f be a function on G such that Ahf is a

polynomial for each h EG. Then / may be taken to be a continuous function,

since otherwise there is an additive function Tion G such that / — rx is con-

tinuous, and the differences off — Y i will be polynomials. Also, /has property

(PI) and therefore can (and will) be considered simply as a function on G/B.

Clearly, G/B contains a dense subgroup G' which has a finite Hamel basis,

viz., G' = Rm + Gx, where P denotes the subgroup of P consisting of the

rational numbers. If H = \hu ■ ■ -,hp\ is a Hamel basis for G, and if G" is

the group generated by H, then G" is isomorphic to Cp. The isomorphism

4> can be chosen so that 4>h¡ = t¿ has b¡j as its jth coordinate. Let poly-

nomials/, (i = 1, • ...,p) be defined on Cp by

fUx) = ¿„¡/(x)       (at GO.

Then, clearly,

(2.2) A(,/,= A,/,       (i,i-l,...,p).

But (2.2) implies that there exists a polynomial g* on Cp such that g*(x + e,)

-g*(x) =/,(x) (i = 1, ....p). Explicitly, g* = gp, where g* is given on Ck

(*-l,2,...) by

g*(rab •■•,ra¡k_1,re;fe) =#*_!(«!, ••.,»*_!)

(2.3)
M

+ IUii, •••,ret_1)(Pm+1(rat)-Pm+1)/(m+l).
m = 0
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Here, the cm k are the polynomials obtained from

M

fk(ny, ■■■,nk-y,nk,0, ••■,0)= £ cmM(ny, ■■■,nk-y)(nk)m,
m=0

while Pm(x) and Bm are the mth Bernoulli polynomial and number re-

spectively. This assertion can be proved by induction on p. (Note that

the well-known identity

(Pm+1(x + 1) - Pm+1(x))/(m + 1) = xm

[10] implies that the sum (2.3) is

(24) ( - Z + Z \fk(ny, •••,«*_!,/),

the first (respectively, second) sum in (2.4) being empty if nk ^ 0 (resp.,

if rik^O).)

Also, g* has a unique extension as a polynomial g** on all of Pp. Let g

denote the function on G' given as follows: if

p

I
i-l

x-Y^rih»   theng(x) = g**(ru ■ ■ -,rp).

Clearly, g satisfies (Pi) and is of bounded degree. Since ähjif — g)ix) = 0

for each x E G" (i = 1, • • -,p), it follows that / — g is constant on G". If x

is any point in G', then there exists a positive integer P such that pKx E G"

for all a in C. Then the polynomial in A given by /(Ax) — g(\x), being con-

stant for X = pK (uEQ, is a constant on C, so that / is a polynomial on G'.

If iV — 1 is its degree, then Af/(a) vanishes for all (a, b) EG' X G', and

therefore, by continuity, for all (a,b) EG X G. But this implies that / is a

polynomial of degree N — 1 on G:

f(a+\b)= Z   £(-v{X)(*)fia+vb)        (XEC;a,6i
„=o   »=o W \"/

G).

3. The difference property for exponential polynomials. A function z on G

is a generalized character if 2 is a continuous homomorphism from G to the

multiplicative group of nonzero complex numbers. A function e on G is an

exponential polynomial if

e=£p¡z¡,

where each P¡ is a polynomial and each 2, is a generalized character. If each

P¡ is a constant, and each 2, is an ordinary character, then e is said to be a

trigonometric polynomial.
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Theorem 2. Let G be an abelian locally compact group. A necessary and

sufficient condition in order that the class of exponential polynomials on G have

the difference property is that G be compactly generated.

Let / be a function on G such that

(3.1) A„f=ZP°kZa       (AGO

where {za:a E A j is the set of all generalized characters on G, each Pi is a

polynomial on G, and, for each fixed h EG,

(3.2) Pl=0 Î0Ta^ax(h),...,am(h).

Since the class of continuous functions on G has the difference property,

/ may be taken to be continuous.

Distinct generalized characters are linearly independent over the ring of

polynomials on G (Lemma 3.1, below). Hence, / will be an exponential poly-

nomial if and only if there exist polynomials {Q":a G A j such that

(3.3) Ah(QazJ = Plza      (hEG,aEA),

and

(3.4) Qa=0       for« ?í«i, ■••,«*,

for then it is clear that

/ = ZQx.

The proof of the sufficiency portion of Theorem 3 consists in constructing

polynomials Q" satisfying (3.3), and showing that (3.4) also holds. If G is

not compactly generated, however, then it is not true that (3.2) and (3.3)

imply (3.4), even when \Anf:h E G\ are all trigonometric polynomials. This

is shown in Theorem 3, from which the necessity of the condition in Theorem

2 will follow.

Lemma 3.1. Let G be an arbitrary group, letzx, ■ ■ ■, zn be distinct homomorphisms

of G into the multiplicative group of nonzero complex numbers, and let Px, ■ ■ ■, Pn

be complex functions satisfying (PI). If

(3.5) P1Z1+ ... + Pnzn = 0,

then Px = ■ ■ • = P„ = 0.

Proof. First, consider the special case G = C. Since zx,---,zn are distinct,

the complex numbers 2i(l), ■■•,z„(l) are necessarily distinct. If not all P¡

are identically zero, then, reordering if necessary, it may be assumed that

for some integer p, 1 ^ p ^ n,
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ZjiD/Zyil) = fñ * 1        (ft real, 2 z%j z%p),

\zyil)\ >\Zjil)\        (p + lèjz%n),

PJ(\)=CJ\m + 0(\ml)   asA-œ (1 Zj z%p;cy?£0).

It follows upon division of the terms of (3.5) by A^iU) that

p
(3.6) Cy= - 5>;«*>x+ OU"1) as A -» co.

Thus, taking A = 1,2, •••,jVin (3.6), adding, and dividing by N, it is seen

that

pceiß'(eiß'N—l)
(3.7) cy= - (Í/N) E J    ^._1      + 0(N-'logAT).

Letting Af approach infinity in (3.7), it follows that Cy = 0, a contradiction.

In the general case, we prove by induction on re that Pi(x) = 0. This is

obvious for re = 1, since zx is never zero. Now let re > 1, and suppose the

result holds for all p < re. Choose x0EG such that zn(x0) 9a zx(x0) ; this is

possible since the 2's are distinct. Suppose that 2i(xq) = z2(x0) = • • • = zp(x0)

for some integer p,  1 zip < re, while z/x0) ^2^X0)   for p <j z%n.  Then

¿ P,(x + Ax0)2J(x + Ax0) = I  ¿P;(x + Ax0)2;(x) 1 zx(\x0)
J-i L ;'-i J

+   Z  P;(x+Ax0)2/x+Ax0).
;=p+i

For each fixed x, this expression can be considered as an exponential poly-

nomial on C, and 2Í(A) = 2i(Ax0) is distinct from the other generalized charac-

ters. Its coefficient is therefore zero for each A E C. Hence, for each x EG

¿P,(X)2,(X) = 0,
;'-i

so that Pi(x) = 0, by the induction assumption.

Lemma 3.2. Let G be an abelian topological group, let z ^ 1 be a generalized

character on G, and let \Ph:h EG\be a collection of polynomials on G such that

(3.8) Ph(x + h')z(h') - Ph(x) = Ph.(x + h)z(h) - PAx),

for all h,h',x in G. Then there exists a polynomial Q on G such that

(3.9) AA(Q2) = PA2       ihEG).

Proof. Let h EG he such that |2(rt) | < 1, or, if there is no h with this pro-

perty, i.e., if |2| as 1, let zih) ¿¿ 1. Consider the expression
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(3.10) lim \-Z(z(h)rVPh(x + reft)!        (xEG).
r—l- (       n-0 )

If \z(h)\ < 1, then the r in the summation may be replaced by 1, and the

lim omitted. Since Ph is a polynomial,

N

(3.11) Ph(x + nh) = Z ch(x)nk    (xEG),
k=0

where each ck(x) is a polynomial on G, obtainable explicitly from setting

ra = 0,1, • • -,N in (3.11) and solving by Cramer's rule. The sum in (3.10)

is given for 0 < r < 1 by

- 2>*(*) Ènk(z(h)r)"= - ZcÂx) (y^-î (\—)
*=o «=o t=o 1   dy)  \l-y/ y~n(h)

Hence the limit in (3.10) exists and yields a polynomial on G; let this poly-

nomial be denoted by 0. Let ft' and x be arbitrary elements of G. Then

Q(x + h')z(h') - Q(x)

(3-12) = lim f - ¿(2(ft)r)n[PA(x + ft' + raft)2(ft') - P,(;t + reft) ] ].

From (3.8), the right-hand side of (3.12) is

lim  (-¿(«(A)r)"[Pv(*+(n + l)A)z(A)-Pv(x+nA)] j
r—l-   t       n = 0 I

(3.13)
= P„.(x) - lim (1 - r) £P„.(x+raA)2(A)Vn-1 = P,1-(x),

r—l- n=l

so that (3.9) follows from (3.12) and (3.13).

Proof of Theorem 2. Sufficiency. Let / be a function (which may and will

be assumed to be continuous) such that (3.1) and (3.2) hold. From (3.1),

Lemma 3.1, and the identity

AA.A„/= AhAJ,

it follows that (3.8) holds for each generalized character z. For each z„ except

20 = 1, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that there exists a polynomial Q" satisfy-

ing (3.9); in particular, if Pah = 0 for all A, then Q" = 0. But only finitely

many Q° can be nonzero. For suppose that Q' ^ 0 (i = 1,2, •••), with P'h

and 2, the corresponding polynomials and generalized characters. For each

h EG, (3.2) shows that there exists an integer i(h) such that P'k = 0 for

i ^ i(h). Hence, from (3.3),

Q'(x + A)2,(A) - ö'(x) ^0       (i ^ ¿(A), xEG),
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whence it follows that z,(A) «■ 1 for i ^ i(h). Let

Hj=\h:hE G,Zi(h) = 1 for all i fc >}.

Hj is a closed subgroup of G, 77,+i Z) 77, and G = U 77;, so that at least one

77, is of positive Haar measure, and thus open [5]. Therefore Hk is open

for all k ^ j. Let A be a compact neighborhood of 0 which generates G. Then

U {77/,: k ïï j j covers G, so that A is covered by some HN, whence HN = G.

Therefore z, = 1 for all í ^ TV, contradicting the distinctness of the z¡. Since

Q" = 0 for all but finitely many a, the function given by g = ^QX (the

summation taken for all a such that za ^ 1) is an exponential polynomial,

and, for each h, Ah(f — g) is clearly a polynomial on G. But the function

f — g is continuous, and the class of polynomials on G has the difference

property from Theorem 1, since G is compactly generated only if Gi is finite-

ly generated. Hence, / — g is a polynomial on G.

In the proof just given, use was made of the fact that a compactly generated

group G is not the countable union of a strictly increasing sequence of closed

subgroups. Conversely,

Lemma 3.3. If the locally compact abelian group G is not compactly gener-

ated, there is a sequence j77;¡ of closed subgroups of G, such that HjEHj+i

(strictly) and U 77, = G.

Proof. There is a compact subgroup G' of G such that G/G' = Ep + G2,

with G2 discrete. Since G is not compactly generated, it follows that G2 is

not finitely generated. It is known [9] that

G2 = US„,
71=1

where each S„ is a direct sum of cyclic groups, and S„ G Sn+i. If the inclusion

is proper for infinitely many n, the choice of the 77, is clear, and the lemma

follows. Otherwise, G2 is itself a direct sum of infinitely many cyclic groups:

G2 = ZAa.
a

Let {A01, A„2, • • • ¡ be a countably infinite subset of j Aa j, and let

77;= EP +Y,\Aa:aj¿aj+x,aj+2, ■■■}.

Then 77, G 77y+1 properly, and their union is G.

Theorem 3. Let G be an abelian locally compact group. The class of trig-

onometric polynomials on G has the difference property if and only if G is

compactly generated.

Proof. The sufficiency is clearly a corollary of the sufficiency proof of

Theorem 2. If G is not compactly generated, let \Hj) be the sequence given
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by Lemma 3.3, and for each j let z¡ be a character identically 1 on H¡ but

not identically 1 on G; such characters exist [11]. Let ^a¡ be a convergent

infinite series of positive numbers, and let / be defined by

(3.14) f=ÈVr

If h EG is given, there exists an integer k = k(h) such that ft E P*+i- Then

fix + ft) - fix) = ¿a,(2,(ft) - 1)2,(X),

a trigonometric polynomial.

Suppose now that/, given by (3.14) is also given by

(3.15) f=t,PiZai+r,
i=i

with polynomials P„ generalized characters za¡, and an additive function

T. Let Zj be a character appearing in (3.14) but not in (3.15), and let ft E G

be chosen such that 2;(ft) ¿¿ 1. Then z¡ appears in the expression for the

exponential polynomial A/,/ obtained from (3.14) but not in that obtained

from (3.15). This contradicts Lemma 3.1. Thus the necessity portions of

both Theorem 2 and of Theorem 3 are established.
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